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Abstract

We consider the resolution proof complexity of propositional formulas which encode random
instances of graphk-colorability. We obtain a tradeoff between the graph density and the resolution
proof complexity. For random graphs with linearly many edges we obtain linear-exponential lower
bounds on the size of resolution refutations. For random graphs withn vertices and any�>0, we
obtain a lower-bound tradeoff between graph density and refutation size that implies subexponential
lower bounds of the form 2n

�
for some�>0 for non-k-colorability proofs of graphs withn vertices

and O(n3/2−1/k−�) edges. We obtain sharper lower bounds for Davis–Putnam–DPLL proofs and for
proofs in a system considered by McDiarmid.

These proof complexity bounds imply that many natural algorithms fork-coloring ork-colorability
have essentially the same exponential tradeoff lower bounds on their running times. We also show
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that very simple algorithms fork-colorability have upper bounds on their running times that are
qualitatively similar to the lower bounds as a function of the graph density.
© 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The problem of coloring graphs has a long history. The decision problem,k-colorability,
being an important NP-complete problem, has generated significant interest for random
graphs as well. Since the transcript of any complete algorithm fork-coloring on inputG
also provides a proof of non-k-colorability in the case thatG is notk-colorable, the study
of the proof complexity ofk-colorability also yields bounds on the running time of such
algorithms. We consider here the question of the proof complexity of non-k-colorability for
random graphs.

With sufficiently many edges, a random graph is notk-colorable almost certainly. McDi-
armid[35] studied the complexity of deciding non-k-colorability in random graphs using a
particular natural class of proof procedures that emulates a variety of coloring algorithms.
Here, we consider natural encodings of thek-colorability of random graphs as CNF formulas
and examine the resolution complexity of these formulas.

It is easy to see how many natural algorithms fork-coloring can be simulated as resolution
proof procedures. Indeed, many natural algorithms, including the most efficient current
procedures can naturally be phrased in terms of resolution procedures in which the graph of
resolution inferences is a tree. This is a subclass of resolution proofs known collectively as
the Davis–Putnam or DPLL procedure. (Resolution itself comes with no underlying search
procedure for proofs, whereas DPLL procedures include a search strategy as well.) In our
analysis, we build on the ideas that have been used to analyze the resolution proof complexity
of randomk-CNF formulas together with results about the colorability properties of random
graphs.

For any graphG, we denote by�(G, k) the formula for the “natural” encoding of the
statement “G is k-colorable”, as a propositional formula. (That is, using the usual notation
of �(G) for chromatic number,�(G, k) expresses “�(G)�k.”) For any CNF formula�, we
denote byRes(�) the size of the shortest resolution refutation of�. By convention, we let
Res(�)= ∞ if � is satisfiable.

The general scheme of our lower-bounds proof is similar to that of the proofs of resolution
lower bounds for randomk-SAT [17,10,9,13]. We make particular use of the recent rela-
tionship between clause width and proof size for resolution proofs shown by Ben-Sasson
and Wigderson[13]. The argument is as follows:

1. Almost surely, every small subgraph ofG has low degree, and thus isk-colorable. From
this, it can be shown that in any refutation of�(G, k) there is a “complex clause” that
cannot be derived from�(H, k), for anyH which is a very small subgraph ofG.

2. Almost surely, every small subgraph ofG has many vertices of degree less thank. From
this it can be shown that any “complex clause” contains many literals. The theorem of
Ben-Sasson and Wigderson relating minimum refutation width to minimum refutation
size then implies that any refutation of�(G, k) must be long.
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The class of procedures considered by McDiarmid produces tree-like proofs but these are
not DPLL procedures. Nonetheless, it is possible to show using arguments similar to those
of [18,13]that if these procedures produce short proofs then they have efficient simulations
by resolution proofs of small width. Thus, all our lower bounds apply to these procedures
as well.

2. Preliminaries

For a set of boolean variablesV = {v1, . . . , vn}, a literal is any variablex ∈ V , or its
negation¬x, a clause is a set of literals, and a formula is a set of clauses. The interpretation
of a formula is as a conjunctive normal form (CNF) formula of propositional calculus, that
is, a conjunction of disjunctions. A truth assignment forV is a function� : V 	→ {T , F }.
Assignment� satisfies a clauseC iff �(l) = T for at least one literall ∈ C, and� satisfies
a set of clauses�, written ���, iff it satisfies every clause in�. A formula is satisfiable
iff there is an assignment to its variables which satisfies it. For any clause or formulaA,
vars(A) denotes the set of variables which appear (negated or otherwise) inA. The width of
a clauseC denotedw(C) is the number of variables occurring inC. The width of a formula
is the maximum of the widths of its clauses. We will consider only clauses that are not
tautologies, thusw(C) ≡ |vars(C)|.

2.1. k-colorability formulas

For any graphG= (V ,E), we view each edgee ∈ E and a size two subset of the vertex

setV and letn
def= |V |. A k-coloring of G is a functioncol which maps each vertex onto

an integer in[k] = {1, . . . , k}. A proper coloringis a coloring for which(u, v) ∈ E ⇒
col(u) �= col(v), and we say thatG is k-colorableiff there is a properk-coloring ofG. We
define�= �(G, k) to be the formula onknvariables withn positive clauses of widthk, and(
k
2

)
n+ k|E| negative clauses of width 2 as follows:

1. For eachv ∈ V , vars(�) hask propositional variables,{xv,1, . . . , xv,k}, and� has one
positive clause of widthk

∨
j∈[k]

xv,j


 ∈ �.

2. For eachv ∈ V , � has
(
k
2

)
negative clauses of width 2,∀i < j ∈ [k] (¬xv,i ∨ ¬xv,j )

∈ �.
3. For each edge(u, v) ∈ E, � hask negative clauses of width 2,

∀l ∈ [k] (¬xu,l ∨ ¬xv,l) ∈ �.

Clearly,�(G, k) is satisfiable iffG is k-colorable. Corresponding to each coloring ofG is
a unique truth assignment for�(G, k). (The reverse is not the case, since some assignments
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give a vertex no color or multiple colors.)We sometimes fail to distinguish between colorings
and assignments. For example, we may say that a coloring makes a clause true, with the
obvious meaning.

2.2. Random graphs

In the study of random graphs there are three natural models one could consider. The
most commonly considered models areG(n, p), where each of the

(
n
2

)
edges is chosen

independently with probabilityp, andGn,m, where a set of preciselym distinct edges
is chosen uniformly at random. We find it most convenient to express our lower-bound
proofs in terms of a third distribution,̂Gn,m, wheremedges are chosen independently with
replacement (and duplicates are ignored), although we use the usualG(n, p) distribution
for our upper bounds. As shown, for example, in[8] if p=m/ (n2) then, when considering
properties that are monotone (or anti-monotone), the almost certain properties under all
three distributions are the same up to a change fromm to m ± o(m). Our results will
therefore apply toG(n, p) andGn,m as well.

We will consider the dependence of our results on a graph density parameter�=�(n)=
m/n, the ratio of edges to vertices.

2.3. Resolution complexity

Resolution is a rule of inference for clauses, which allows one to derive the clauseC ∪D
from two clausesC ∪ l andD ∪ ¬l. A resolution derivation of a clauseC from a set of
clauses� is a sequence of clauses,� =C0, . . . , Cm =C, where each clauseCi is either an
element of� or is derived by the resolution rule from two clausesCj , Ck occurring in�, for
j, k < i. The derivation is of sizem. A resolution derivation of the empty clause (denoted
�) from � is called arefutationof �. The fundamental property of resolution is that there is
a refutation of a set� of clauses if and only if� is unsatisfiable. The resolution complexity
of �, here, denotedRes(�), is the size of the shortest refutation of�.

A related method for CNF formula satisfiability is the Davis–Putnam–DPLL procedure
[23]. Such a procedure can be described recursively as follows: first, check whetherF is
trivially satisfiable (has no clauses) or is trivially unsatisfiable (contains an empty clause)
and if so stop. Otherwise, select a literall and search for a satisfying assignment for the
formulaF �l=1 obtained by settingl to true inF (eliminating all clauses containingl and
removing¬l from those clauses that contain it). Otherwise, repeat the search with the
formulaF �¬l=1. If neither of these searches finds a satisfying assignment thenF is not
satisfiable. DPLL algorithms will typically select a literal appearing in a clause of length 1,
called aunit clause, if one exists since that literal must be set to true to satisfy the formula.
In the case that there are no unit clauses there are many heuristics, called splitting rules,
for the selection of the next literall that have been used in the literature. It is not hard
to show that any DPLL algorithm actually produces a resolution refutation and moreover
that the form of this refutation istree-like, in that the graph of inferences forms a binary
tree. LetDPLL(�) denote the size of the shortest DPLL refutation of�. The following key
relationship between the proof size and resolution width was shown by Ben-Sasson and
Wigderson.
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Proposition 1 (Ben-Sasson and Wigderson[13]). Let w∗(F ) be the minimum over all
resolution refutations	 of F of the largest width of a clause in	. Then DPLL(F )�
2w

∗(F )−w(F) and Res(F )�2c(w
∗(F )−w(F))2/n for c = 1/(9 ln 2).

The class of algorithms considered by McDiarmid is similar in spirit to DPLL algorithms,
except that instead of trying assignments to a particular boolean variable (akin to choosing
the specific color for a vertex), one chooses whether or not two non-adjacent vertices will be
colored the same or differently. This is represented by graph operations that either identify
the non-adjacent vertices or add an edge between them.

More formally, McDiarmid’s proof system for non-k-colorability has as its objects graphs
H derived from the input graphG. The axioms of the proof system are thek′-cliques
for any k′>k. Given a graphH with two non-adjacent verticesu, v ∈ H , thenH fol-
lows fromH ∪ {(u, v)} andHuv, whereHuv is the graph obtained by identifyingu and
v and naming the resulting vertexv. H can also follow from anyH ′ such thatH ′ is
a subgraph ofH. McDiarmid only considered proofs whose inference graph forms a
tree.

Lemma 1. Letk�2. If the non-k-colorability of a graph G can be proven by a size S tree-
like proof in McDiarmid’s proof system then there is a resolution refutation of�(G, k) of
width at mostk(k + 1)+ 2k log2 S.

Proof. The proof follows a general argument due to Russell Impagliazzo (personal commu-
nication) that extends the width-size relationship for tree-like resolution in[13] to decisions
involving bounded numbers of variables. WriteF�wF

′ if and only if there is a resolution
derivation ofF ′ from F, each of whose clauses has width at mostw.

The proof is by induction onS. We begin with the base case ofS = 1. Clearly fork′>k,
by considering the clauses of�(Kk′ , k) that only involve the variables for the firstk + 1
vertices ofKk′ , �(Kk′ , k)�k(k+1)�.

Now, consider the last inference of the tree-like McDiarmid proof and suppose that the
claim is true for all strictly smaller McDiarmid proofs. If that last inference derivedH from a
subgraphH ′ then we note that�(H, k)�k�(H ′, k) since�(H ′, k) is a subformula of�(H, k)
and each of its clauses has size at mostk; therefore, the size bounds follow by the inductive
hypothesis forH ′. Alternatively, the last inference derivedH fromH0 =H ∪ {(u, v)} and
H1 = Huv, where(u, v) /∈H . One of the proofs that these graphs are notk-colorable has
size at mostS/2 and the other has size at mostS.

Let T0 = Unequal(u, v) =∧
l∈[k](¬xu,l ∨ ¬xv,l), T1 = Equal(u, v) =∧

l∈[k]((¬xu,l ∨
xv,l) ∧ (¬xv,l ∨ xu,l)), and Colored(u)= (xu,1 ∨ · · · ∨ xu,k). Observe that(Colored(u) ∧
Colored(v)) → (T0 ∨ T1) is a tautology involving 2k variables and that foru, v ∈ H ,
Colored(u) and Colored(v) are clauses of�(H, k).

We show that forb=0,1,�(H, k)∧Tb�k�(Hb, k). Forb=0, note that�(H0, k)=�(H ∪
{(u, v)}, k) = �(H, k) ∧ Unequal(u, v) = �(H, k) ∧ T0 and it follows trivially. Forb = 1,
observe that the only clauses of�(Huv, k) that are not already in�(H, k) are those of the
form (¬xv,l ∨¬xw,l), where(¬xu,l ∨¬xw,l) is in �(H, k). Each such clause follows easily
from �(H, k) ∧ Equal(u, v) by resolving(¬xu,l ∨ ¬xw,l) with (¬xv,l ∨ xu,l). Therefore,
�(H, k) ∧ T1 = �(H, k) ∧ Equal(u, v)�k�(Huv, k)= �(H1, k).
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By the inductive hypothesis there are resolution refutations of�(H0, k), �(H1, k) such
that one has width at mostw = k(k + 1) + 2k log2 S and the other one has width at most
w−2k. Assume that the refutation ofH0 is narrower (wlog). Since�(H, k)∧Tb�k�(Hb, k)
for b = 0,1 andw�k(k + 1)�3k, we have�(H, k) ∧ T0�w−2k� and�(H, k) ∧ T1�w�.

We now come to the key point in the argument. We can convert the resolution refutation
witnessing�(H, k) ∧ T0�w−2k � into a refutation witnessing�(H, k)�wT1. For every as-
signment
 to the 2k variables inT0 that satisfiesT0 apply
 as a restriction to the proof.
The result is a derivation�(H, k)�
�w−2k �. By [13, Lemma 3.1]one can add back literals
of 
̄ as needed and apply weakening to derive�(H, k)�w
̄. Doing this for all such choices
of 
 we obtain�(H, k)�wT̄0, whereT̄0 is the canonical CNF formula for the truth table
of ¬T0. Now using the clauses Colored(u) and Colored(v) from �(H, k) together withT̄0
we deriveT1 which is logically implied. This last derivation requires width only 2k. Fi-
nally, we apply the proof witnessing�(H, k) ∧ T1�w �. The overall width is at mostw as
required. �

2.4. k-colorability of random graphs

As proved by Achlioptas and Friedgut[1], for every integerk�2, there is a function
ck(n) bounded by a constant such that for�>ck(n) for G ∼ G(n,2�/(n − 1)), the
probability G is k-colorable goes to 0 and for�<ck(n), this probability goes to 1. Let
c+k = lim supn→∞ ck(n) andc−k = lim inf n→∞ ck(n). By a result ofŁuczak[34,29], both
c+k andc−k arek ln k + O(k ln ln k); Achlioptas and Naor[5] have recently shown even
tighter results that at every density the chromatic number almost certainly takes on one of
at most two values. Further, fork = 3 by results of Achlioptas et al.[2–4], c+3 <2.522 and
c−3 >2.01.

3. Proof of lower bounds

3.1. Subgraph boundary size, expansion, width, and length

We define thek-boundaryof a graphG, denoted�k(G), to be the set of vertices inG of
degree between 1 andk − 1.

For a subgraphH <G, letEk(H) denote the conjunction of the edge (negative) clauses
of �(G, k) corresponding to the edges ofH. We say that subgraphH impliesa clauseC if
and only if on every truth assignment� corresponding to a total (but not necessarily proper)
coloring ofG the formulaEk(H)→ C evaluates to true.

Lemma 2. Let C be a clause in the variables of�(G, k). If H <G is a minimal induced
subgraph of G that implies C then

• H has no isolated vertices; and
• w(C)� |�k(H)|.

Proof. First observe that ifH has an isolated vertexu thenEk(H)=Ek(H − u), and thus
H − u also impliesC contradicting the assumption thatH was minimal.
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Now, consider a vertexv in H of degree between 1 andk − 1. We derive the lower
bound on the size ofC by showing that there is some variablexv,i that appears inC. By
the minimality ofH there is some truth assignment� corresponding to a total coloring of
G such thatEk(H − v) → C is false at�; i.e. � satisfiesEk(H − v) but notC. Since�
satisfiesEk(H − v), it is proper with respect to all the edges ofH − v. Since the degree of
v is at mostk − 1, we can extend this proper coloring onH − v to one that is proper on all
of H by changing the color of vertexv to get a new assignment�′. NowEk(H) is satisfied
by �′ and sinceH impliesC, C is satisfied by�′.

Therefore,C(�) �= C(�′) and since� and �′ differ only on the assignments to two
variables,xv,i andxv,i′ , wherei �= i′ are the old and new colors ofv, C must contain one
of them. �

Definition. Given a clauseC over the variables from�(G, k) denoteG,k(C) to be the
minimal number of vertices in an induced subgraphH <G that impliesC. If no such
subgraph exists, letG,k(C)= ∞.

ClearlyG,k has two key properties:

Lemma 3. Let G be a graph andk�2 be an integer.

(a) G,k(�) is the number of vertices in the smallest k-uncolorable subgraph of G.
(b) If D is a resolvent of B and C thenG,k(D)�G,k(B)+ G,k(C).

Definition. Let G be a graph. Lets + 1 be the minimum number of vertices in a subgraph
of G that is notk-colorable; ifG is k-colorable then lets=∞. Thesubcritical k-expansion,
ek(G), of a graphG is defined to be the maximum over allt, 2� t�s, of the minimumk-
boundary size of any induced subgraphH of G that has no isolated vertices and has between
t/2 andt vertices.

Lemma 4. For k�3, any resolution refutation of�(G, k) must contain a clause of width
at leastek(G).

Proof. Let s�k�3 andt�s be chosen as in the definition ofek(G). Let� be a resolution
refutation of�(G, k). By Lemma 3(a),G,k(�)=s+1. Further, any clauseC of �(G, k) has
G,k(C)�2. Therefore, there is a clauseD in � such thatG,k(D)> t�2 and no ancestor
of D hasG,k greater thant. SinceG,k(D)>2, there must be two parent clausesB andC
in � such thatD is the resolvent ofB andC. By Lemma 3(b), at least one of these clauses,
sayB, must haveG,k betweent/2 andt. If H <G witnesses the value ofG,k(B) then
by Lemma 2,H has no isolated vertices andw(B)� |�k(H)|. Thus, by definition ofek(G),
w(B)�ek(G) as required. �

Corollary 1. If G is a graph andk�3 is an integer then forc=1/(9 ln 2), Res(�(G, k))�
2c(ek(G)−k)2/n and DPLL(�(G, k))�2ek(G)−k.

Proof. Clearly,w(�(G, k))= k and Lemma 4 implies thatw∗(�(G, k))�ek(G). Applying
Proposition 1 yields the claimed results.�
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We obtain a similar result for tree-like proofs in McDiarmid’s proof system using
Lemma 1.

Corollary 2. If G is a graph andk�3 is an integer then any tree-like proof of non-k-
colorability of G in McDiarmid’s proof system requires size at least2(ek(G)−k(k+1))/2k.

3.2. Lower bounding subcritical k-expansion

We now prove lower bounds onek(G) for mostG ∼ Ĝn,m. We show these bounds by
first showing that such aG is almost certainly locally sparse.

We say that a graphG is (r, q)-denseif some subset ofr vertices ofG contains at leastq
edges ofG.

Lemma 5. LetG ∼ Ĝn,m. For r, q�1,

Pr[G is (r, q)-dense]�
(ne
r

)r(emr2

qn2

)q
.

Proof. Let R be a set of vertices with|R| = r. Let p = (
r
2

)
/
(
n
2

)
�(r/n)2 denote the

probability that a randomly chosen edge onn vertices is contained inR. ForG ∼ Ĝn,m,
the number of edges ofG contained inR has the binomial distribution,Bin(m, p). The
probability that at leastq edges ofG are contained inR is bounded above by

Pr[Bin(m, p)�q]�
(
m

q

)
pq�

(
emr2

qn2

)q
. (1)

Summing this over the
(
n
r

)
�(en/r)r r-subsets of the set of vertices ofG we obtain

Pr[G is (r, q)-dense]�
(ne
r

)r(emr2

qn2

)q
. �

Lemma 6. For each integerk�3 there is a constantCk such that the following holds.
Letm, n be integers withm��n and��1. If s = Ckn/�k/(k−2) then the probability that
G ∼ Ĝn,m contains a subgraph of size at most s that is not k-colorable iso(1) in s.

Proof. The probability thatG contains ak-uncolorable subgraph of size at mosts is the
probability that there is someminimally k-uncolorable graphH <G with r�s vertices.
Observe that such anH must haver�k + 1 and have minimum degree at leastk since a
vertex of degree at mostk − 1 can always be colored by one of thek colors so that none
of its incident edges is monochromatic. In particular, this implies thatH must have average
degree at leastk, and thus contain at leastkr/2 edges.

Thus, the probability thatG contains such a subgraphH is at most

s∑
r=k+1

Pr[G is (r, kr/2)-dense].
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By Lemma 5, we have Pr[G is (r, kr/2)-dense]�D(r) where

D(r)=
(ne
r

)r(2emr2

krn2

)kr/2

= (ne(2em/kn2)k/2r(k−2)/2)r

= (Q(k,m, n)r(k−2)/2)r

forQ(k,m, n)= ne(2em/kn2)k/2. Now

D(r + 1)

D(r)
= (Q(k,m, n)(r + 1)(k−2)/2)r+1

(Q(k,m, n)r(k−2)/2)r

=Q(k,m, n)(r + 1)(k−2)/2
(
r + 1

r

)r(k−2)/2

�Q(k,m, n)(e(r + 1))(k−2)/2

= ne(2em/kn2)k/2(e(r + 1))(k−2)/2

= (2e2m/kn)k/2((r + 1)/n)(k−2)/2

�(2e2�/k)k/2((r + 1)/n)(k−2)/2

�1/2

for 1�r�Ckn/�k/(k−2), whereCk >0 depends only onk. Lets=Ckn/�k/(k−2). Therefore,
the probability thatG contains such ank-uncolorable subgraph is a geometric series inr
and is at most twice its largest term which is less than

D(1)= ne(2em/kn2)k/2�e(2e�/k)k/2/n(k−2)/2 = ck(1/s)(k−2)/2

for some constantck. Thus, it is o(1) in s as required. �

Lemma 7. For each integerk�3 and � with 1 − 1/(k − 1)> �>0, there is a constant
c�,k >0 such that the following holds. Letm, n be integers withm��n and ��1. If
t�c�,kn/�(k−(k−1)�)/(k−(k−1)�−2) then the probability thatG ∼ Ĝn,m contains a subgraph
on r vertices, t/2<r� t , that has no isolated vertices and at most�r vertices of degree<k
is o(1) in t.

Proof. Fix k�3, �>0 andm, n withm��n andG ∼ Ĝn,m. If there is a subgraphH <G
on r vertices that has no isolated vertices and at most�r vertices of degree<k, thenH
has at leastr − �r vertices of degree at leastk and the remaining vertices of degree at
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least 1. Therefore,H contains at least[k(r − �r)+ �r]/2= r(k − (k − 1)�)/2 edges. Thus,
by Lemma 5 the probability that such anH exists witht/2�r� t is at most

t∑
r=t/2

Pr[G is (r, r(k − (k − 1)�)/2)-dense]

�
t∑

r=t/2

(ne
r

)r( 2emr2

r(k − (k − 1)�)n2

)r(k−(k−1)�)/2

<

t∑
r=t/2

((
2e2m

(k − (k − 1)�)n

)(k−(k−1)�)/2( r
n

)(k−(k−1)�−2)/2
)r

�
t∑

r=t/2

((
2e2�

(k − (k − 1)�)

)(k−(k−1)�)/2( r
n

)(k−(k−1)�−2)/2
)r

.

For t/2�r� t , and for some constantc�,k >0, if t�c�,kn/�(k−(k−1)�)/(k−(k−1)�−2), each
term in the sum is at most 2−r and thus the sum is less than 21−t/2 which is o(1) in t. �

Corollary 3. For each integerk�3 and � with1 − 1/(k − 1)> �>0, there is a constant
c′�,k >0 such that the following holds. Letm, n be integers withm��n and ��1. Let

W =n/�(k−(k−1)�)/(k−(k−1)�−2). The probability thatG ∼ Ĝn,m hasek(G)< c′�,kW is o(1)
inW .

Proof. Let c�,k >0 be the constant from Lemma 7 andCk be the constant from Lemma
6. Let t = min(Ck, c�,k)W . By Lemma 6, ifG ∼ Ĝn,m ands = Ckn/�k/(k−2)� t then the
probability that a subgraphH <G of size at mosts is notk-colorable is o(1) in s and thus
o(1) in W, sinces is �(1) in W (observe thats/W =Ck�2/(k−(k−1)�−2)−2/(k−2), ��1, and
2/(k − (k − 1)� − 2)�2/(k − 2)).

Also, by Lemma 7 the probability thatG ∼ Ĝn,m contains a subgraph onr vertices,
t/2<r� t , that has no isolated vertices and at most�r vertices of degree<k is o(1) in t,
and thus o(1) in W. Thus, every induced subgraphH on r vertices with no isolated vertices
andt/2<r� t�s hask-boundary of size at least�r��t/2= � min(Ck, c�,k)W/2. Letting
c′�,k = � min(Ck, c�,k)/2 yields the lower bound onek(G). �

3.3. Lower-bound theorems

Theorem 1. For each integerk�3 and �>0 there are constantsC�,k, C
′
�,k >0 such that

if ��1, m, n are integers withm��n andG ∼ Ĝn,m, then with probability1− o(1) in n,
Res(�(G, k))� exp(C�,kn/�2+4/(k−2)+�)and DPLL(�(G, k))� exp(C′

�,kn/�
1+2/(k−2)+�).

Proof. Let �′=�(k−2)2/[(k−1)(4+�(k−2))]. Clearly, 0<�′<(k−2)/(k−1)=1−1/(k−1).
By Corollary 1 the resolution complexity of�(G, k) is at least 2(ek(G)−k)2/n. By Corollary
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3, there is ac′�′,k such that with probability 1− o(1) in W = n/�(k−(k−1)�′)/(k−(k−1)�′−2),
ek(G)�c′�′,kW .Therefore,

e2
k(G)/n�(c′�′,k)2W2/n

= (c′�′,k)2n/�2(1+2/(k−(k−1)�′−2))

= (c′�′,k)2n/�2+4/(k−2)+�

by our choice of�′. Now, if this quantity is at least 1, then clearlyW is �(1) in n since
W is larger thann by a factor ofc′�′,k�

1+2/(k−(k−1)�′−2) which is �(1). Therefore with

probability 1− o(1) in n, ek(G)2/n�(c′�′,k)
2n/�2+4/(k−2)+�. Clearly, we can chooseC�,k

and can absorb the−k in the constantC�,k to obtain the desired result for resolution. For
DPLL procedures, the result follows even more directly.�

It is worth noting that we can obtain a lower bound on the size of a proof of non-
k-colorability in the system considered by McDiarmid[35] that is similar to the DPLL
proof size lower-bound proof size since their bound on the proof width as a function
of proof size only differs by a factor of 2k. Thus, the same bound as the DPLL bound
above holds for McDiarmid’s system with a slightly different value of the
constantC′

�,k.

Corollary 4. For each integerk�3, �>0, and�>0 there is a constantC′
�,k >0 such that

• if p = 2�/(n − 1) andG ∼ Gn,p, then with probability1 − o(1) in n, Res(�(G, k))�
exp(C′

�,kn/�
2+4/(k−2)+�).

• if m = �n and G ∼ Gn,m, then with probability1 − o(1) in n, Res(�(G, k))�
exp(C′

�,kn/�
2+4/(k−2)+�).

Corollary 5. For each integerk�3, �>0, there is a�>0 such that ifm�n3/2−1/k−� and
G ∼ Gn,m or G ∼ Ĝn,m then, with probability1− o(1) in n, Res(�(G, k))�2n

�
.

Proof. For this range ofm, ��n(k−2)/2k−�. Applying Theorem 1 with a suitably small
value of�′ in place of� yields the desired result.�

Corollary 6. For each integerk�3, �>0, there is a�>0 such that ifm�n2−2/k−� and
G ∼ Gn,m or G ∼ Ĝn,m then, with probability1− o(1) in n, DPLL(�(G, k))�2n

�
.

4. Upper bounds

A very simple brute-force procedure achieves a 2O(n/�) upper bound for proving non-k-
colorability, based on the following observation.
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Lemma 8. Letp = 2�/(n − 1) andG ∼ G(n, p). LetGr be the subgraph of G induced
on the first r vertices of G. If r − 1>c+k (n− 1)/� then with probability1− o(1) in r,Gr
is not k-colorable.

Proof. Clearly, ifG ∼ G(m, p) then the induced graphGr ∼ G(r, p). By our assumption
on r, p(r − 1)/2>c+k . The conclusion follows by the definition ofc+k . �

Therefore, the simple algorithm that searches through all possiblek-colorings of the first
c+k (n − 1)/� + 1 vertices of aG ∼ G(n, p) will almost certainly find a witness to the
non-k-colorability of G. Such an algorithm can easily be phrased as a simple DPLL search
procedure, called theordered DPLL procedurein [9], that always splits on the first unset
variable. In fact,[37,14] analyze essentially the same simple backtracking procedure for
k-coloring, although it is not described as being based on DPLL. (In their algorithm, vertices
are listed in a fixed order and all colors of a vertex compatible with previously assigned
vertices are tried recursively.) For this algorithm, withp = 2�/(n − 1), � ∈ o(n) and
G ∼ G(n, p), they show that the log of the expected number of nodes in the search tree is
k(logk)2n/4� plus lower-order terms forpn→ ∞. For completeness, we state and prove
the following simpler version of such a theorem.

Theorem 2. Letk >1,p=2�/(n−1) andG ∼ G(n, p).With probability1−o(1) in n, the
ordered DPLL procedure where all k variables associated with each vertex are numbered
consecutively witnesses the fact that Res(�(G, k))�2O(k log2 k n/�)nO(1).

Proof. By the bound ofŁuczak, c+k = k ln k + O(k ln ln k). Let r = max{logn, c+k
(n−1)/�+1}. Apply Lemma 8 to say that with probability 1−o(1) in r and thus 1−o(1)
in n sincen�2r , the induced graphGr on the firstr vertices ofG is notk-colorable.

The ordered DPLL procedure will have a branch for each ofkr differentk-colorings of
the firstr vertices ofG. Although there arek boolean variables associated with each vertex,
it is easy to see that the heightk tree corresponding to the branches on thesek variables has
only k non-trivial children. Therefore, the ordered DPLL tree has size at most proportional
to kr , the number ofk-colorings. Plugging in the value ofr yields the desired result.�

More generally, given any upper boundr ′ on the number of vertices so that random graphs
with density� almost certainly have a minimalk-uncolorable subgraph of size at mostr ′,
one obtains a naive 2O(r ′ logn) algorithm that does a brute force search for such a subgraph.
Such an algorithm can easily be phrased as a resolution proof of non-k-colorability. Lemma
8 simply shows thatr ′ = O(n/�).

We can, however, do much better by using a more careful, if somewhat artificial, splitting
rule and which we show w.h.p. proves thatG ∼ G(n,�/n) is non-k-colorable in time
exp(O(n/��k )) where

�k = k − 1

k − 2
. (2)

Interestingly, this value of�k coincides with a heuristic bound suggested by calculations
of Ein-Dor and Monasson[24] who estimated the running time of DPLL on
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}
}
}

t3 = a3n/∆2

t4 = a4n/∆3/2

T3

T4

unit propagationstage 2

stage 3

stage 4

Fig. 1. Our depth-dependent splitting ruleR is equivalent to a series of stages; during stagej, the algorithm is
checking a subgraphVj for j-colorability. Herek = 4.

G ∼ G(n,�/n) by making the (clearly false) assumption that the branches of the search
tree are independent.

The splitting rule depends on the current level in the search tree, i.e., the number of vertices
that are currently colored. We go through a series of stages; to testG for k-colorability, the
algorithm starts in stagek, switches to stagek− 1 at a certain depth, and so on. The idea is
that at stagej, the algorithm is currently checking a subgraph ofG for j-colorability, where
the vertices in this subgraph are neighbors of vertices colored at previous stages and have
at mostj allowed colors. This continues until we reach stage 2, at which point we check a
subgraph for 2-colorability in polynomial time using unit propagation around an odd cycle.
At each stage we use an arbitrary numbering, as in ordered DPLL, to choose among the
vertices in the current subgraph. We illustrate this inFig. 1.

We now define this splitting rule, which we callR. To introduce some notation, letT be
the current depth, and for 1� t�T let vt be the vertex that was colored at levelt of the tree
andc(vt ) be its assigned color. For 3� i�k let ti = ain/��i , where�i is given by (2) and
a3, . . . , ak is a set of parameters we will define below. LetTj =∑k

i=j ti with Tk+1=0, and
let T2 = n; then we will say that we are currently instage jif j is the largest integer such
thatT <Tj .

Given that we are in stagej, define a set of verticesVj as follows. Forj < i�k, let
Si = {vt : Ti+1� t < Ti} be the set of vertices colored during stagei, let ci be the most
common color among the vertices inSi , and letUi = {v ∈ Si : c(v) = ci}. Then, letVj
be the set of uncolored verticesv such thatv has a neighborui ∈ Ui for all j < i�k. By
construction theci are all distinct, so vertices inVj have at mostj allowed colors. We take
Vk = V .

Finally, if j >2, R splits on the vertex inVj of smallest number. Ifj = 2, R splits on the
vertex inV2 of smallest number, and performs unit propagation whenever a vertex inV2
exists with only one allowed color. (Note that although it does not take advantage of unit
propagation untilj = 2, up to a polynomial factor, the algorithm’s running time can only
improve if it performs additional unit propagations at an earlier stage.)

To do our analysis, it is convenient to recognize that DPLL with this splitting rule is
equivalent to a recursive algorithmAk(G) which colorst = tk vertices and then calls itself
on the subgraphG′ of uncolored neighbors of the vertices assigned the most common color.
We illustrate this algorithm inTable 1.
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Table 1
A recursive algorithm equivalent to the splitting ruleR

Algorithm Ak(G) {
If k = 2, checkG for 2-colorability.
Else{

Let t = akn/��k .
If |G|< t , fail.
Else, for allkt assignments of colors to thet vertices of lowest number, do{

Let c be the most common color among theset vertices,
let U be the set of these vertices assigned colorc, and
letG′ be the subgraph induced byU’s uncolored neighbors.
RunAk−1(G

′).
}

}
}

Theorem 3. LetG ∼ G(n, p = �/n). For all k�3, there exist constantsa3, . . . , ak and
constantsbk, ck >0, anddk such that, for all �>dk, DPLL with splitting ruleR, or equiv-
alently algorithmAk, refutes�(G, k) in time exp(bkn/��k )nO(1) with probability at least
1− exp(−ckn/��k ), where�k = (k − 1)/(k − 2). Therefore, we have

DPLL(�(G, k))� exp(bkn/�
�k )nO(1)

with probability1− o(1) in n.

Our proof of Theorem 3 is similar to that of Theorem 6.1 of[9], which establishes an
upper bound for DPLL on randomk-SAT. The idea there is that setting a certain number of
variables creates a large enough density of two-variable clauses so that an unsatisfiable 2-
SAT subformula appears with high probability, which ordered DPLL with unit propagation
proves is unsatisfiable in linear time. Similarly, we will show inductively that coloring the
first tk vertices yields a subgraph whichAk−1 quickly proves is non-(k−1)-colorable, until
k = 2 and we can check for 2-colorability quickly using our the smallest numbered vertex
splitting rule and unit propagation. This induction works if the�k obey a certain recurrence,
yielding (2).

We first prove that ifG has some simple properties, which hold with high probability
wheneverG has sufficiently large degree, then checking for non-2-colorability is extremely
fast. (Ordered DPLL is particularly naive because it does not take advantage of the symmetry
of the colors. If we used a more sophisticated splitting rule then we could easily derive a
linear upper bound for all non-2-colorable graphs.)

Lemma 9. There is a constantc0 such that if a graph G has a non-2-colorable connected
subgraph on at least78 of its vertices, then under a random numbering of the vertices of G,
the expected time for ordered DPLL to refute�(G,2) is at mostc0n.

Proof. Observe that once ordered DPLL colors one vertex of a connected component ofG,
all other vertices ofGreceive the implied colors by unit propagation.Thus, as soon as ordered
DPLL chooses some vertex from the large non-2-colorable connected component it reaches
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a contradiction and backtracks, tries the other color value, reaches a second contradiction and
backtracks again, failing on that component. If such a vertex has the smallest number then a
contradiction is reached immediately. However, if a vertex of some 2-colorable component
is encountered previously then on backtracking past this component, ordered DPLL will
recolor the first vertex of this 2-colorable component and then return to the non-2-colorable
large subgraph and again determine failure before finally deriving a contradiction. Thus, if
the smallest-numbered vertex of the large non-2-colorable component is numberedb + 1
then the number of times we color first vertices in some component is at mostr =2b+1 and
the cost of unit propagation on each component isCn for some constantC. Since the large
component has size at least 7n/8 the probability that this happens is at most 8−b = (2/r)3.
The expected time is then at mostC

∑∞
r=1(2/r)

3rn= (8C∑∞
r=11/r2)n= (4C�2/3)n. �

We now prove that a random graph of sufficiently high, but constant, average degree is
overwhelmingly likely to have the large non-2-colorable component called for by Lemma
9, so that our very simple DPLL procedure will determine that it is not 2-colorable in linear
expected time. Note that, here and elsewhere, we have made no attempt to optimize the
constants (other than�k) that appear in the exponents.

Lemma 10. There exist constantsc2, d2>0 such that, for all ��d2, n sufficiently large
andG ∼ G(n, p = �/n),

Pr[G contains a non-2-colorable connected component of size�7n/8]
�1− e−c2�n.

Proof. First, consider the probability that the largest connected component ofG is of
size less than 7n/8. If this is the case then there must be some subsetS of vertices with
n/16� |S|<15n/16, that is, disconnected from̄S. (To see this, consider the components
C1, . . . , Cl of G in an arbitrary order, letj be the smallest integer such that|C1 ∪ · · · ∪
Cj |�n/16 and setS=C1∪ · · ·∪Cj . Since|Cj |�7n/8,n/16� |S|<15n/16.) For a fixed
setSof this size the probability that there are no edges fromSto S̄ is at most

(1− p)|S||S̄|�e−p(15n2/256)�e−15�n/256.

Since there fewer than 2n such setsS,

Pr[G does not contain a connected component of size�7n/8]�e−(15�/256−ln 2)n.

We now show that with overwhelming probability, no subset ofm�n/2 vertices ofG can
be bipartite. Fix one such subsetB. Let X be the number of 2-colorings ofB. There are 2m

2-color assignments to the vertices ofB. For any such assignment, the number of potential
edges between vertices of the same color is at least 2(

�m/2 
2 ), which is greater thanm2/8

for n�8. Therefore,

E[X]�2m(1− p)m2/8�2me−pm2/8 = 2n/2e−pn2/32�e−(�/32−(1/2) ln 2)n.

Since there are fewer than 2n such sets, the probability that some such set is bipartite is at
most e−(�/32−(3/2) ln 2)n.
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Therefore, the overall probability that a non-2-colorable component of size at least(7
8)n

fails to exist is at most

e−(15�/256−ln 2)n + e−(�/32−(3/2) ln 2)n

which is at most e−c2�n for ��d2 for some constantsc2, d2>0. �

Below, we will use the following Chernoff bounds on the binomial distribution
[7, Appendix A]:

Pr[Bin(m, q)<mq/4]�2−mq/2, (3)

Pr[Bin(m, q)>Cmq]�(C/e)−Cmq . (4)

Now, to illustrate the idea and start our induction, we prove Theorem 3 in the casek= 3.

Theorem 4. LetG ∼ G(n, p=�/n). There exist constantsa3, b3, c3>0,andd3 such that
if ��d3, thenA3 refutes�(G,3) in time at mostexp(b3n/�2)O(n)with probability at least
1− exp(−c3n/�2).

Proof. As in our definitions ofR andA3 above, letG′ be the subgraph induced by the
uncolored neighbors of thet colored vertices which have been assigned their most com-
mon color. We will show that w.h.p.G′ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 9 for all 3t

assignments of the firstt vertices, thenA3’s expected running time will be at most 3t c0n=
exp((a3 ln 3)n/�2)c0n. Then, settingb3 = 2a3 ln 3, by Markov’s inequality the probability
that the running time exceeds exp(b3n/�2)c0n is at most exp(−(a3 ln 3)n/�2).

The numbern′ of vertices inG′ is binomially distributed as Bin(n− t, q) where

q�1− (1− p)t/3�1− e−pt/3� pt
6

= a3

6�

since e−x�1 − x/2 for 0�x�1. Using the lower Chernoff bound (3) and choosingd3
large enough so thatt = a3n/�2<n/2 for ��d3, we have

Pr[n′<a3n/(48�)]�2−a3n/(24�).

Let a3 = 48d2, whered2 is the constant defined by Lemma 10. Then we have

Pr[n′<d2n/�]�2−2d2n/�. (5)

Clearly,G′ is distributed asG(n′, p) if we condition on the value ofn′. Let �′ = pn′ be
the mean degree ofG′; then ifn′�d2n/� we have�′�d2. Combining Lemma 10 with (5)
then gives

Pr[G′ does not contain a non-2-colorable component of size�7n′/8]
�2−2d2n/� + e−c2d2

2n/�

<exp(−2Cn/�)

for someC <min(d2 ln 2, c2d2
2/2). We wish to bound the probability thatG′ violates the

condition of Lemma 9 for some assignment of the firstt vertices. Choosed3 large enough
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so that(a3 ln 3)/d3<C; then for all��d3, the union bound gives a total probability of

3t exp(−2Cn/�)< exp

((
a3 ln 3

�
− 2C

)
n

�

)
< exp(−Cn/�).

Combining this with Markov’s inequality as described above, the overall probability that
the running time ofA3 exceeds exp(b3n/�2)c0n is at most

exp(−(a3 ln 3)n/�2)+ exp(−Cn/�)<exp(−c3n/�2)

for all ��d3 and somec3>a3 ln 3. �

We can now prove Theorem 3 for allk.

Proof of Theorem 3. The proof works by induction onk, where each step of the induction
parallels that of Theorem 4 and we usek = 3 as the base case. Our goal is to setak anddk
so that the average degree�′ of G′ is at leastdk−1.

First, the numbern′ of vertices inG′ is distributed as Bin(n− t, q), where

q�1− (1− p)t/k�1− e−pt/k� pt
2k

= ak

2k��k−1 .

Choosingdk large enough so thatt < n/2 for��dk and settingak=16kdk−1, the Chernoff
bounds (3), (4) (withC = 4) give

Pr[n′<dk−1n/�
�k−1]�2−2dk−1n/��k−1

, (6)

Pr[n′>16dk−1n/�
�k−1]�(4/e)−16dk−1n/��k−1

. (7)

Then if n′�dk−1n/��k−1, we have�′ = pn′�dk−1�2−�k �dk−1, since�k�2 and we
assume w.l.o.g.�>1. Therefore, assuming the events of (6) and (7) hold, the running time
of Ak (up tonO(1)) is

kt exp(bk−1n
′/(�′)�k−1)� exp

((
ak ln k + 16bk−1d

1−�k−1
k−1

��k−1(2−�k)−1

)
n

��k

)
. (8)

Setbk = ak ln k + 16bk−1d
1−�k−1
k−1 . Then if�k−1(2− �k)− 1= 0, or alternately

�k = 2− 1

�k−1
, (9)

then the running time (8) becomes exp(bkn/��k ) as stated. Indeed, the solution to the
recurrence (9) with the initial condition�3 = 2 is

�k = k − 1

k − 2
.

We now bound the probability that, for some assignment of the firstt vertices,Ak−1
fails because|G′|< tk−1 or its running time exceeds exp(bkn/��k ). First, note that since
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�k − 1< �k−1, for sufficiently large� we havedk−1n/��k−1> tk−1, so the probability that
|G′|< tk−1 is bounded by (6). Then, combining (6) and (7) with our inductive assumption
gives

Pr[Ak−1 fails or takes too long onG′]
�2 · 2−2dk−1n/��k−1 + exp

(
−ck−1n

′

�′�k−1

)

�21−2dk−1n/��k−1 + exp

(
− ck−1dk−1n

(16dk−1)
�k−1��k

)
<exp(−2ckn/�

�k ) (10)

for someck > ck−1dk/(16dk−1)
�k−1, where we have setdk > ck−1/((2 ln 2)(16dk−1)

�k−1)

so that the second term in (11) dominates for all��dk. Furthermore, setck large enough
so thatck > ak ln k; then the union bound over thekt assignments of the firstt vertices gives

Pr[Ak fails] = kt exp(−2ckn/�
�k )

= exp((ak ln k − 2ck)n/�
�k )

< exp(−ckn/��k )

which completes the proof.�

Another approach, more closely analogous to[9], is to note that if�(t) of the initial
vertices are assigned each color, then the number of their 2-color neighbors with a particular
pair of allowed colors is w.h.p.n′ = �(n(pt)k−2) = �(n/�(�k−1)(k−2)). These 2-color
vertices induce a graphG′ of average degree�′ = pn′ = �(�1−(�k−1)(k−2)), and Lemma
10 shows thatG′ is w.h.p. non-2-colorable when�′�d2. This happens (with appropriate
constants) when�′ = �(1), giving 1− (�k − 1)(k − 2)= 0 and so�k = (k − 1)/(k − 2).

However, since the colors assigned to the firstt vertices are (negatively) correlated,
proving that�(t) of them receive each of thek colors then becomes a separate problem.
One possible method for this would be to use multitype branching processes as in[4].

5. Discussion of algorithms

5.1. Backtracking algorithms

In Section 4, we described the behavior of the backtracking algorithm analyzed in[37,14]
on non-k-colorable graphs as a resolution refutation of the formula�(G, k). This is very
typical. Many more sophisticated backtracking-based coloring algorithms can be emulated
by resolution (or by tree-like McDiarmid proofs to which our resolution-width bounds also
apply). Our DPLL upper bound from Theorem 3 corresponds to one such natural algorithm
which has better behavior. For example, most of the coloring algorithms in[31] were of
this form.

Beigel and Eppstein also used recursive algorithms, based on extensive case analyses of
local configurations, to give upper bounds for 3-coloring of O(1.3446n) [11], later improved
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to O(1.3289n) [12]. The case analysis is in terms of general constraint satisfaction problems
(CSPs) with domain size 3 or 4 and binary constraints, of which 3-coloring is a special case
where the domain size is 3 and all constraints are not equal constraints. We are not able,
so far, to give strict resolution simulations for these algorithms. However, in[36] a variant
of the algorithm in[11] is given which establishes the same bound of O(1.3446n) for
Res(�(G,3)). In the case of the algorithm given in[12], we can do the same for all but one
case (among some two dozen).

The execution of the Beigel–Eppstein algorithms on inputG may easily be described
in terms of the formula�(G, k). Consider the following “quasi-DPLL” algorithm scheme.
For formula�, select a setS ⊂ vars(�) of variables based on some local property of
�, and consider a setA of (possibly partial) assignments toS. For each� in A, either�
makes a clauseC of � false, or we make a recursive call to solve the restriction of�
by �. If the setA of assignments covers all assignments toS (that is, each assignment to
S is an extension of some partial assignment inA), then� is unsatisfiable if and only if
each restricted formula is unsatisfiable. Any “quasi-DPLL” algorithm of this sort can be
efficiently simulated by resolution as follows. For each� in A we may derive a clause which
� makes false, and from these derived clauses plus clauses of� that mention variables in
S, we may construct a refutation of�. The derived clauses are obtained as follows. If�
makes a clauseC ∈ � false, we use the clauseC, otherwise the recursive call to refute the
restriction of� by � returns a clause that� makes false. In the case where� is already a
restriction of the input formula by partial assignment�, we can extract from the refutation
of � a clause which� makes false, and return this clause to the parent invocation. (The
refutations produced may not be strictly tree-like, but are nearly tree-like in that non-tree
parts are local.)

Most of the cases in the Beigel–Eppstein algorithms are captured fairly easily by this
scheme. The bounds are obtained by careful choices for setsSandA, and the corresponding
number and sizes of recursive calls. However, in a small number of cases the setA of assign-
ments does not cover all assignments toS. In these cases, the completeness arguments do not
have direct analogs in resolution, and to obtain the bounds in[36] alternate handling or sub-
case breakdown was used. In the algorithm of[12] one case makes use of polytime bipartite
matching, which is a more serious impediment to simulation by resolution. Nonetheless, it
is plausible that our lower bounds can be shown to apply to both of the Beigel–Eppstein
algorithms.

The connection betweenk-coloring algorithms and resolution-based algorithms for
�(G, k) is also borne out in practice. For example, the program used for coloring in[21]
also uses graph reductions based on removing vertices, or merging vertices. These, too, can
be emulated by resolutions, mostly on two clauses, but occasionally involving 3-clauses. It
also does significant forward pruning by propagating statements of the type “the color of
v is i or the color ofw is j”. These can be expressed as 2-clauses(xv,i ∨ xw,j ) which can
be generated by resolution. In extensive head-to-head tests[21], this program on graphs
and the back-jumping version of the DPLL-based tableau programntab-back [20] on the
associated�(G, k) behave statistically alike on random 3-color instances. The coloring pro-
gram is better for larger values ofk, but this is likely due to the fact that tableau was tuned
to 3-SAT instances and the fact that some features (e.g. clustering) are easier to identify
knowing the graph structure.
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5.2. Other complete algorithms

There are many other algorithms suitable fork-coloring or k-colorability that are not
primarily based on backtracking search and therefore are not covered by our resolution
bounds. Often, they are tuned for use on the random graphs we consider. However most
non-backtracking coloring algorithms, such as those in[15,6,26,16]areincompletein that
they may miss some possiblek-colorings and therefore do not produce certificates of non-
k-colorability. We will only be concerned with complete algorithms.

One class is particularly interesting. At sufficiently large density, any graph is almost
certainly notk-colorable, however this fact does not in itself provide a proof of such a
graph’s non-k-colorability. However, recently, Krivelevich and Vu[32] showed that tight
concentration bounds on the polynomially computable Lovaszϑ function of random graphs
can be used to approximate the chromatic number in polynomial expected time for suffi-
ciently large graph density�. Coja-Oghlan[19] has used the same general technique and
sharper concentration bounds for the polynomial-time computablevector chromatic num-
ber ϑ̄1/2(G) to derive a polynomial expected timek-colorability algorithm fork = o(

√
n)

and�>ck2 for some constantc >0. More precisely, sincēϑ1/2(G)�ϑ(Ḡ)��(G) for all
graphsG, the algorithm first tests if̄ϑ1/2(G)> k (using semi-definite programming); if so,
then this provides a proof of the non-k-colorability of G. Otherwise, the algorithm then
calls a standard worst-case exponential-timek-coloring algorithm such as that of Lawler
[33]. The concentration results forϑ̄(G) are such that it is exponentially unlikely that the
algorithm will need to resort to the second stage and thus the algorithm has polynomial
expected running time.

Clearly, based on our results, these algorithms are provably superior to resolution and
backtracking for proving non-k-colorability of random graphs when the graph density is
sufficiently large compared tok. These algorithms use the typical properties of a random
input to try to quickly produce a certificate that the input is notk-colorable. Although such
a certificate may not be guaranteed to exist, it works sufficiently frequently that it is useful.
Similar ideas using spectral methods have also been employed by Goerdt et al.[28,27] for
randomk-SAT. It is interesting to note that in the case ofk-SAT, although the best current
algorithms almost certainly yield efficient certificates in a wider range of densities than
does DPLL, in contrast to the situation fork-colorability it is still open whether or not they
do the same when compared with general resolution.

Finally, we note that since�(G, k) is a k-CNF formula, any complete deterministic al-
gorithm for k-SAT is potentially relevant fork-coloring. Most such algorithms that have
been analyzed are themselves resolution-based although there are exceptions such as the
(2− 2/(k + 1))n worst-case time algorithm of Dantsin et al.[22] which is not competitive
and does improve with improved graph density.

6. Open problems

There is a gap between the exponents of� in our upper and lower bounds that would be
nice to close, particularly for DPLL. Our DPLL upper bound is of the form
exp(O(n/�(k−1)/(k−2))), whereas our lower bound is of the form exp(�(n/�k/(k−2)+�)).
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Classic results[25] show that for� = �(n(k−2)/k) a randomG ∼ G(n,�/n) contains
a (k + 1)-clique with probability 1− o(1). The presence of such a clique obviously yields
a O(k2) size DPLL proof of non-k-colorability so we should consider densities below this
bound. It is interesting that this is essentially the same range where our current lower bound
yields non-trivial results. This suggests that our DPLL lower bound (except maybe for the
�) is the more likely to be the correct bound.

One obstacle for improving the DPLL upper bound to match the lower bound may be
that the lower bound allows an optimal literal selection rule that may not necessarily be
obtainable via an efficient DPLL algorithm. It would be interesting to see if one could obtain
improved lower bounds for simple literal selection rules or show that simpler selection rules
can achieve the same or better upper bounds.

Our bounds apply only above the threshold fork-colorability, but the use of�(G, k) in
k-coloring algorithms also is suitable in thek-colorable region since satisfying assignments
correspond tok-colorings (unlike theϑ-based algorithms from Section 5 which yield no
information about ak-coloring when the graph isk-colorable). Jia and Moore[30] have
recently shown exponential behavior of a natural greedy DPLL algorithm on easilyk-
colorable random graphs below the threshold: this greedy algorithm repeatedly misses
constant-size contradictory subproblems. However, such behavior can easily be eliminated
with a more sophisticated literal selection rule.Are there other more sophisticated algorithms
where such bounds can be shown for satisfiable instances?
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